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Choose the correct answer:- 

Q1)  Multiplication is the short form of  
a)  repeated addition        b)  repeated subtraction    c) fraction  

Q2)  When we multiply a number by hundred we put _____ zeroes at the right of  the number 
a) 2                                       b)  1                                       c) 3 

Q3)   Which two numbers  have sum 11 and product 30  
  a) 6 and 5                            b) 8 and 3                            c) 7 and 4 

      Q4)   215 x ________ = 215  
a) 0                                       b) 1                                        c) 215 

Q5)    How many times shall we take away 8 from 32 
a) 4                                       b) 8                                        c) 32 

Q6)    How many times  will we subtract 6 from 24 to get quotient 4  
a) 3 times                            b)  4 times                            c) 5 times  

Q7)    By what  number , 105 should be divided to get 1 as quotient  
a)  0                                      b)  1                                       c)  105                                

Q8)    In fraction  7/8  , 7 is called ______________ 
a) Vinculum                      b)  denominator                  c) numerator 

Q9)     The fraction of seven-eighths is ______________ 
a)  7/8                                 b)  8/7                                    c) 7 and 8 

Q10)    1/7 , 1/8 are ___________ fractions 
a) Like                               b) unlike                             c)  same 

Q 11)   Find the product of 2 and 4000 

Q12)   Compare and use symbol  < , > , = 
a) 8 X 4  _____  72 ÷ 9                                                           b)  5 ÷ 1  ____  2X 2 

Q13)    Replace * with 1- digit number  
           5 6   *                           b)  2 * 0 
          X      6                               x       5 
  ______________             _________________ 
           3360                                 1050 
Q14) Divide 63 by 7 and write quotient 

Q)15) Write division facts for 8 x 6 = 48 

Q)16) Write multiplication facts for 54 ÷ 6 = 9 

Q 17) Find 1/5 of 30 



 
Q 18) Write descending order of  
            7/9 , 2/9 , 3/9 , 4/9 , 5/9 
 
Q 19) Find the sum of 8/10 and 3/10            

Q20)   Find the difference of 6/7 and 2/7      

Q 21)  Divide 563 by 5 and check the answer. 

Q 22)  Divide 6360 ÷ 3 by long division method. 

Q 23)  Find the product of 65 and 23. 

Q 24)   Multiply 135 by 20. 

Q 25)   If 9 chairs have 36 legs .Find the number of legs of one chair. 

Q 26)  Divide 572 by 7 and write quotient and remainder  

Q27)   Use  +  , --  ,  x  , ÷  sign in the following :- 

a) 8_____9 = 72          b) 40_____10 =  4    c)  3/5 _____1/5=2/5 

Q28)   Use  16 , 8  and 2 to build all the multiplication and division facts . 

Q29)   Rohini read 3/5 of book in the morning and 1/5 of it in the evening. What fraction of the  
           book has she read in all? 

Q30)   Ram has 6/13 sweets and Ruhaan has 7/13 sweets.Who has more sweets and by how  
           much?    

Q31) 72 people can sit in a city bus. How many people can sit in 300 buses ? 

Q32) There are 8 pages in the daily newspaper. How many pages would be there if Ritik has 247  
          copies of the newspaper? 

Q33) 7 boxes have 910 balls.How many balls are there in one box? 

Q34)  6  Coaches trains 126 athletes .If each coach trains an equal number of athletes .How        
           many athletes are trained by 1 coach?                      

Q35)   Write fraction of shaded part and unshaded part , add them and subtract them? 

                             


